PREMIUM PRO

hosting

Premium Pro Hosted Solutions is a Hassle-free
centralized and secure premium tax processing
service meeting your team’s productivity objectives.
No more maintenance. No more downloads. Many
of our clients are already utilizing our secure hosting
solution to streamline their tax processing season
strategy.

KEY FEATURES
ANYTIME, ANYWHERE!
Access Premium Pro from anywhere securely via
the Internet through our Hosting solution. Secured
access is limited to subscribed clients only. The
servers are housed in a state-of-the-art facility.

REMAIN IN CONTROL
You retain control over all aspects of data collection,
interfaces, return preparation, and filing.

HASSLE-FREE TECHNOLOGY
TriTech handles the software and hardware, as well
as security, basic disaster recovery, and data storage
to streamline your technology strategies.

CONNECT WITH US
(800) 380-6407
support@tritechsoft.com
www.tritechsoft.com

PREMIUM PRO POWERED BY TRITECH

VALUE
EASY ACCESS
Our hosting team partners with your tax leaders to configure a
customized company workspace providing users easy access
based on each user’s needs.

MAINTENANCE FREE
Our Hosting team handles all the technology updates for you.
Nightly updates provide access to the most current version of
Premium Pro applications.

REAL-TIME SUPPORT
Worry-free! Our Hosting team is readily available to support your
technology and software needs throughout the various cycles of
tax season activities.

(800) 380-6407
support@tritechsoft.com
www.tritechsoft.com

BENEFITS
FLEXIBLE WORKSPACE
TriTech Hosting Solutions provides flexible options for your
company’s work environment. Whether in the office, at home, or
anywhere in between, your team can count on the TriTech
experience to remain stable, consistent, and productive.

SECURITY YOU CAN TRUST
Data security in a remote solution that you can count on. Our
Hosting environment is SSAE 18 Compliant. Your data is backed
up hourly and will always remain confidential and safe.

REDUCED I.T. FOOTPRINT
TriTech Hosting Solutions reduces the day-to-day resource burden
of software management while still meeting corporate information
standards and partnering with your technology leaders.

PREMIUM PRO POWERED BY TRITECH

